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Abstract—The dependencies among the components of service-
oriented software applications hosted in a mobile ad hoc net-
work (MANET) are difficult to determine due to the inherent
loose coupling of the services and the transient communication
topologies of the network. Yet understanding these dependencies is
critical to making good management decisions, since dependence
data underlie important analyses such as fault localization and
impact analysis. Current methods for discovering dependencies,
developed primarily for fixed networks, assume that dependencies
change only slowly and require relatively long monitoring periods
as well as substantial memory and communication resources, all of
which are impractical in the MANET environment. We describe a
new dynamic dependence discovery method designed specifically
for this environment, yielding dynamic snapshots of dependence
relationships discovered through observations of service interac-
tions. We evaluate the performance of our method in terms of
the accuracy of the discovered dependencies, and draw insights
on the selection of critical parameters under various operational
conditions. Although operated under more stringent conditions,
our method is shown to provide results comparable to or better
than existing methods.

Index Terms—Network and service management, wireless and
mobile networks, enabling technologies for management, software
services.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNDERSTANDING the dependencies among the compo-
nents of a distributed system is critical to making good

operational and maintenance decisions. For example, fault
localization and change impact analysis are tasks enabled by
accurate and timely data on component dependencies. The
importance of dependence information increases with the com-
plexity of the system, both in terms of the number of interacting
components required to carry out a given computation and the
nature of the environment in which the system operates.

In service-based systems, such as those based on the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) or Web Services frameworks,
computations are structured as a set of services that respond
to requests, where a request typically originates at a user-facing
client. Fig. 1 illustrates such a system, with client applications
and services deployed across the nodes of a network. The
computation required to fulfil each request results in a cascade
of further requests across some subset of the services; services
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make requests on other services to fulfil the requests made
upon them. Obtaining dependence information in such a system
is made difficult by the inherent loose coupling of services,
as many dependencies are unknown at design time, and only
established at run time through a dynamic, run-time service
binding mechanism (so-called “service discovery”). This run-
time dynamisim is felt even more so when the service-based
system is deployed on the mobile nodes of an ad hoc network,
where the mobility itself can force reconfigurations of service
bindings. The consequence is that the dependencies among run-
time instances of services are not something that can be reliably
specified before execution, but instead must be discovered
during or after execution.

Existing dependence discovery methods focus on statically
structured systems operated in fixed networks [2]–[6], [9], [11],
[14], [20], [23]. A critical assumption made by these methods
is that the dependence data, although changing, is relatively
stable over time. The significance of the stability assumption
is that the methods can make use of statistical techniques based
on data collected over long execution periods. Furthermore, by
operating in the context of a fixed-network environment, the
methods can assume no practical limits on the storage, compu-
tational, and communication resources needed to support those
statistical techniques.

The context for our work is instead service-based systems
deployed on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [1], [10],
[16], [21]. Mobility and ad hoc networking bring increased dy-
namicity to service dependencies, beyond those caused by the
basic run-time service-binding regime of SOA or Web Services.
Moreover, the MANET environment is typically characterized
by severe limitations on the resources available for dependence
discovery. Existing methods based on the stability assumption
cannot adequately cope with such high levels of dynamicity nor
stringent resource constraints.

We have formulated a relatively simple dependence discov-
ery method that is nonetheless more suitable for services oper-
ating in the challenging MANET environment. Our intuition
is that dependence discovery must be focused on capturing
snapshots of dependence data relevant to each service request
of concern, rather than on the tradition of determining statistical
averages for long-term, system-wide dependencies as a whole.
Furthermore, the method must be lightweight in its resource
usage, which to our thinking means that dependence data
should be collected locally, aggregated locally, and drawn to
some central location only when and if needed. We have de-
signed the method to allow engineers to trade accuracy against
cost (i.e., data collection overhead), yielding probabilistically
accurate dependence graphs that nonetheless support useful
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Fig. 1. Hosting service-based systems on MANETs.

Fig. 2. Monitoring architecture.

analyses. In particular, the method has been successfully used in
design of a probabilistic fault localization analysis [17] (briefly
sketched in Section IV) and a cross-layer performance anomaly
diagnosis [22].

Our approach is based on the use of monitors deployed onto
the mobile nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The monitors collect
dependence data by observing the message traffic between
services and extracting relevant information. The data collected
by the monitors provide only a local view of the dependence in-
formation. When a more global picture of the dependence rela-
tionships among the services is required (e.g., to carry out some
particular analysis), the monitors are contacted by a central dis-
covery element charged with integrating the data. Importantly,
only the monitors relevant to a particular analysis question typ-
ically need to be contacted, and therefore communication can
be reduced. Moreover, the monitors can aggregate the data they
collect, and can impose limits on the amount of data they store.

Three prerequisites must be met to use our method. First, to
obtain complete dependence information, the monitors should
be deployed on the nodes that are either the source or the
target of service messages; intermediate nodes in the network
used only to store and forward network-level messages are not
involved in data collection. Second, the monitors need access
to synchronized clocks to allow consistent time-stamping of the
collected dependence data. Clock synchronization in MANETs
is a well-researched topic, with techniques available to achieve
precision of tens or even single microseconds [15], [24]. The
smallest time scale we use to time stamp aggregated data is

on the order of a few milliseconds, well within this precision.
Third, the monitors must be able to observe service messages
and obtain certain information from those messages, including
such things as client and service identifiers. On the other hand,
there is no need for the monitors to have access to the payload
of messages. This kind of general information is typically
available and visible, since it is used by the underlying service
infrastructure to manage service interactions.

In this paper we introduce our dependence discovery method
and evaluate its sensitivity to a distinguishing aspect of
the MANET environment, namely time-dependent behavior.
Clearly, the method is subject to inaccuracies due to such effects
as the delay between data collection and data analysis, storage
constraints that might require monitors to “forget” some data,
and failures in nodes and links. The essence of the present
work is to understand how these effects impact the accuracy
of dependence discovery, subject to tuning and environmental
parameters. Because no benchmarks yet exist for MANET-
hosted service-based systems, we develop synthetic data to
explore the space of independent variables. The dependent
variables in these experiments are the true positives and false
positives in the discovered dependence relationships.

Our evaluation is carried out through a series of simulation-
based experiments under a realistic usage scenario: advanced
software services supporting the collaborative activities of a
group of 50 mobile users, such as a military unit, a team of fire
fighters, or an emergency rescue squad, operating in a confined
area without access to an infrastructure network. Each group
member is equipped with a mobile computer device providing
mission applications that access a range of services, such as
those for constructing and rendering street maps, surface topog-
raphy, group-member locations, tasking orders, sensors, and the
like, hosted both locally and on other nodes in the network. The
services vary in their degree of interdependence. Our results
for this scenario indicate that for a system of 30 services, with
dependence chains ranging from two to eight services deep,
our method provides nearly perfect accuracy (true positives),
with only a minor proportion of falsely included dependencies
(false positives) as compared to existing methods requiring
significantly more data and resources. Moreover, our method
appears to be less sensitive to network mobility and workload
factors, and hence robust to variations in operational conditions.
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We next review prior and related work. Section III presents
our dependence discovery method and its underlying depen-
dence model, and Section IV a sample analysis, fault local-
ization, that is based on the dependence data provided by the
method. Section V describes the experimental approach we
used to evaluate the method. We then present our experimental
evaluation in Section VI. We conclude with a summary, and
a brief look at on-going and future work in Section VII.
The present paper extends a preliminary version appearing
elsewhere [18].

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Existing dependence discovery methods can be generally
classified as to whether they operate at the network level or at
the (application) service level. Network-level discovery [2]–[5],
[11], [12], [14], [19] focuses on coarse-grained dependencies
between network hosts. Network-level dependencies are usu-
ally described in terms of IP addresses and port numbers. They
can be augmented with additional information, such as port
mappings [9] or a classification of client applications [20]. On
the other hand, service-level discovery [6]–[8], [23] focuses
on the detection of fine-grained relationships between services.
Services are hosted in application containers, such as J2EE
or .NET, and typically associated with application identifiers,
such as URIs.

Our dependence discovery method, although informed by the
network level, operates at the service level in the sense that we
wish to discover service dependencies that can be used for fault
localization in service-based software systems. In particular, we
focus on discovering service-level dependencies in MANETs,
where dependencies may change at a rapid rate. It is important
to point out that we do not assume the availability of prior
information, such as a port mapping, application categories, or
even a specification of the services, nor do we require changes
in existing software components to support discovery, as as-
sumed for other methods [5], [8].

Many of the service-level discovery methods apply statistical
techniques to traffic traces collected by network hosts and
monitors. The statistical techniques correlate network packets
or service-level messages and identify co-occurrences of mes-
sages across different services. While the particular statistical
techniques may differ (e.g., correlation based on a time window
[2]–[4], delay distribution [9], time difference of messages
[6], or timing and frequency of packet flows [11]), all of the
methods share the same limitation: they require a long period
of time to collect statistically stable data and, therefore, are in-
appropriate in highly dynamic environments such as MANETs.

Alternatives to statistical approaches exist. For example,
Macroscope [20] samples and analyzes a subset of packets
and network connections to identify relationships between
network flow data and applications. Lu et al. [14] collect
system log data and correlate the events in the logs using data-
mining techniques. Magpie [5] instead correlates events based
on input from (human) network operators. These methods,
however, require the transfer of large amounts of trace data
from the collection points to a central analysis element, which
is prohibitive in resource-constrained MANETs. In contrast,

our method transfers dependence information selectively and
on demand, contacting only the monitors that are potentially
relevant to the events of interest (e.g., the possible receivers of
a failed service request). In addition, our monitors aggregate the
dependence data before they are transferred to the analysis node
(e.g., they may transfer only the number of messages exchanged
between two services, rather than sending the content of those
messages).

Pinpoint [8] uses a technique for correlating messages
that resembles the one found in our method. The technique
uses identifiers to uncover the flows of end-to-end processing
through application servers hosted in a fixed network. Pin-
point requires servers to insert the identifiers into the headers
of messages sent over extensible protocols such HTTP or
SOAP. The identifier is passed across processing threads within
components and inserted into messages. Monitors deployed
in the network record requests into traces from which the
paths are reconstructed, post hoc, and further aggregated into
dependencies. Similar to Pinpoint, we make use of what service
frameworks call conversation identifiers appearing in messages.
However, beyond the common use of some sort of identifier
scheme, the Pinpoint method for inferring dependencies differs
substantially from ours and, indeed, is not viable in the con-
strained environment of a MANET: Pinpoint assumes a single,
global respository to hold large amounts of data to statisti-
cally detect any occurences of, and changes to, dependencies,
whereas our method stores and draws only a small portion of
the data to a central analysis point, and then only on demand as
needed.

III. DEPENDENCE DISCOVERY AND REPRESENTATION

In this section we present our dependence discovery method.
We begin by describing two types of dependencies in which we
are interested. We then describe how we discover dependencies,
represent dependencies, and construct the representation.

A. Service Dependencies

In service-based systems, a dependence is a relation between
services defined by the message flow induced by a client
request. (As an edge case, a dependence is also the relation
between a client and a service. Without loss of generality,
we mainly focus here on relations among services.) When a
dependence relation exists between two services S1 and S2,
one service is considered the source and the other the target.
In general, sources issue requests on targets, thus defining a
directionality to the dependence.

We are concerned with two types of dependencies over
a given set of services: inter-dependencies and intra-
dependencies. An inter-dependence is the basic dependence
relation that exists between the requester of a service and
the receiver of that request. Fig. 3 illustrates a set of inter-
dependencies in a hypothetical system, where the arrows in-
dicate the directionality of the dependencies, from sources to
targets. For instance, service S3 is directly dependent upon ser-
vices S9, S11 and S20, and indirectly dependent upon services
S10, S12, S15, S21, S22, S23, and S25. Each inter-dependence
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Fig. 3. Inter-dependencies among a set of services. The conversation originat-
ing at client C3 is highlighted.

Fig. 4. Intra-dependencies of service S9 in Fig. 3.

in which a particular service is engaged can be classified as
either incoming or outgoing. Service S9 has incoming inter-
dependencies with S2 and S3, and outgoing inter-dependencies
with S10 and S12. The figure highlights the subset of services
and dependencies involved in single conversation originating at
client C3. In this conversation, service S3 uses services S9 and
S20 to complete the request, while service S11 is presumably
used by S3 in processing other conversations.

An intra-dependence is a more complex relation between ser-
vices that relates an incoming inter-dependence to an outgoing
inter-dependence. In this sense, intra-dependencies reflect more
detailed insight into the nature of the dependencies between
services than do the basic inter-dependencies. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4, which shows the dependencies among S2, S3, S9, S10,
and S12 resulting from the four given inter-dependencies (solid
arrows) and the three given intra-dependencies (dashed arrows).
It is instructive to compare the information gained from Fig. 4
to that available in Fig. 3. We can see that S2 is (indirectly)
dependent upon S10 and S12, while S3 is only (indirectly)
dependent upon S12. This is not evident from Fig. 3.

B. Discovering Dependencies

As mentioned above, dependencies arise from the flow of
messages among services. To discover dependencies, we must
therefore track these flows. Because our aim is to be minimally

intrusive, we restrict ourselves to observing the message traffic
(i.e., messages that contain service requests and responses) as
it occurs. Our method makes use of monitors deployed within
the network to observe messages and record information about
the flows. A convenient place to deploy a monitor is within
a service’s container. The monitor is then easily aware of the
associated service’s identity, as well as being provided a context
in which to execute.

The main advantage of an approach based on monitors is
that it allows the discovery of dependencies instantaneously
and precisely, with minimal delays between dependence occur-
rence, detection, and the availability of the dependence infor-
mation. Moreover, we can do so without having to modify the
services themselves. Monitors can also minimize data storage
and communication requirements, since they can aggregate the
data. Thus, our approach can be thought of as a process for
collecting evidence of dependencies, which is in sharp contrast
to methods that require storage and transfer of large amounts of
data for later statistical analysis.

Inter-Dependence Discovery: The source and target service
pairs that induce inter-dependencies can be identified from the
flow of messages exchanged between the services. In fact,
an individual monitor needs to witness only outgoing inter-
dependencies, since the inter-dependencies of a system can be
reconstructed by integrating over the sets of outgoing inter-
dependencies recorded at individual monitors. This assumes,
of course, that services are uniquely identified and, universally,
this is the case. For instance, the Web Services framework uses
URIs for this purpose.

In practice, a monitor is aware of the identity of the source
service with which it shares a container, so it can record the
outgoing inter-dependence simply by extracting the identifier
of the target service from any outgoing request messages origi-
nating at the service. The target service identifier is an essential
field present in all request messages, such as plain HTTP or
SOAP requests. Outgoing inter-dependencies are therefore eas-
ily discoverable in all existing service invocation protocols such
as SOAP, REST or even from plain HTTP requests, without
requiring any modifications to existing systems.

Intra-Dependence Discovery: Conceptually, an intra-
dependence is a correlation at a given service between an
incoming and an outgoing inter-dependence. We already saw
how outgoing inter-dependencies are recorded. Incoming
inter-dependencies are a bit more involved, as they require
request messages to contain the unique identifier of the
requesting service. This is satisfied by most service standards
(e.g., the WS-Addressing standard provides the fields wsa : To
and wsa : From). Alternatively, when a field containing the
identifier of the requesting service is not present in the request
message, we must make the stronger assumption that we can
modify the message in flight to insert the additional header field
into a request message at the requesting service. In practice,
this should rarely be necessary.

Notice, however, that simply having the incoming and outgo-
ing inter-dependencies between services is not sufficient to cor-
relate the specific incoming and outgoing inter-dependencies
within a service that give rise to intra-dependencies. For this
purpose we rely on the presence of conversation identifiers
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Fig. 5. Bit flag settings in the time slots maintained by a monitor.

within messages. In service-based systems, a conversation is
the set of all messages exchanged during the processing of
a single client request. Typically, the conversation is iden-
tified across the messages using tags inserted into message
headers. Of course, since the notion of “conversation” is an
application-specific semantic concept, conversation identifiers
must be implemented explicitly by service programmers. For-
tunately, this is a relatively routine task, as there are several
existing standards for doing so, including WS-Addressing,1

WS-SecureConversation,2 and WS-Coordination,3 that are in-
creasingly used in current-day applications. Discovering an
intra-dependence then reduces to having a monitor relate in-
coming and outgoing messages using the conversation identi-
fiers appearing in both.

C. Storage of Dependence Data

Extracting the source and target fields of messages is a
simple read-only operation causing a minimal computational
overhead. Of greater concern is the amount of required data
storage. Under our method, a monitor will only record the
history of the dependencies it has seen for some bounded period
of time. In particular, the dependence data are stored with a
sliding expiration window such that only a limited history is
maintained, using a fixed-size data structure to represent sliding
time slots, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Entries for each time slot maintain Boolean data about
whether or not a given dependence occurred within that time
slot. Each dependence is associated with a set of those time
slots, such that when the monitor detects the occurrence of a

1http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/addr/
2http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/specification/ws-secon/
3http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/specification/ws-tx/

dependence, it signifies this by setting a 1-bit flag in the corre-
sponding data structure. It also records identifying information
about the source and target of the dependence. Of course, the
size of the time slot affects the precision of the data maintained.
For example, a time slot of 0.1 seconds will provide up to
10 times more data per second as compared to a time slot of
1 second, but will require 10 times more space to store those
data. Hence, a time slot of 0.1 seconds provides a finer gran-
ularity of information than a time slot of 1 second; there are
10 times more data entries created within the same period
of time.

Beyond the size of the time slot, the size of the whole history
can be controlled through the pruning of expired time slots.
Notice that multiple messages reflecting the same dependence
occurring within the time slot (e.g., t1) result in only a single
aggregate record of the dependence.

The length that each time slot represents can be configured
according to a desired level of resolution. When combined with
the time period and the size of each dependence entry, the data
storage needs for each monitor can be calculated. We estimate
the required bytes of storage space S per monitor as:

S=
Th

Ts
× (Ninter+Nintra)

8
+(BinterNinter+BintraNintra)

where Th is the length in seconds of the time period, Ts is
the length in seconds of a time slot, Ninter and Nintra are
the average number of inter-dependencies (both incoming and
outgoing) and intra-dependencies recorded by a monitor during
the time period, and Binter and Bintra are the maximum sizes
of the identifiers of inter- and intra-dependencies. We use this
equation to evaluate the data storage needs of our experimental
scenarios in Section VI.

The aggregation of observed service interactions can cause
the monitors to “forget” some of the details necessary to recon-
struct fully accurate dependence information. This is the case
when internal behaviors of a service that are not visible to the
monitor can generate seemingly identical interactions in aggre-
gate. As an example, consider the incoming inter-dependence of
S2 on S9, and the outgoing inter-dependencies on S10 and S12,
shown in Fig. 4. The incoming inter-dependence could in fact
be the result of aggregating two separate conversations between
S2 and S9, where the first resulted in a message to S10 and the
second resulted in a message to S12. The aggregate dependence
information held by the monitor will not, depending on the size
of the time slot, record the true dependencies regarding these
individual conversations.

D. Dependence Graph

The integration of the data recorded by individual monitors
results in a dependence graph. A dependence graph (DG) is
a directed acyclic graph constructed from a set of nodes rep-
resenting services and a set of edges representing direct inter-
dependencies.4 The direction of an edge represents the direction

4The acyclic structure of the DG is a limitation of the current method. In
practice, however, cyclic dependencies of requests occurring within a single
conversation are rarely to be expected and likely result from poor design.
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of the inter-dependence, from source to target. Each node can
be annotated with intra-dependence information, conceptually
adding directed edges between the incoming and outgoing
inter-dependencies of the service.

The DG maintains information concerning a specific time
window, reflecting only the dependence information collected
by (or perhaps available from) monitors during that period.
The time window is a property of the interaction between the
application behavior, the network behavior, and the information
accessible to monitors. The size of the time window has many
effects on the results of analysis. For example, a small time
window serves to reduce the size of the DG, but some critical
service interactions might be missed. A large time window
provides a more complete record of dependencies, but might
include stale or irrelevant interactions (e.g., those belonging
to conversations other than the target conversation for the
analysis).

Conceptually, a DG could be used to represent the full set
of dependencies of an entire application system. In practice,
many analysis techniques only require a subgraph of the full
dependence graph related to a specific node or subset of nodes.
For example, a failure impact analysis might examine only the
nodes that can reach (i.e., are dependent upon) a given node,
and a fault localization analysis might examine only the nodes
that are reachable from a given node.

E. Dependence Graph Construction

Our method uses a set of distributed monitors that provide
information to a dependence discovery element, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The intent of this architecture is to minimize resource
utilization, while still providing timely data. The monitors per-
form continuous dependence discovery and maintain aggregate
dependence data. The dependence discovery element itself can
be hosted on any node of the network. In fact, since the depen-
dence discovery element is a small software component, it can
be hosted on multiple nodes of the network. For example, every
node that hosts some client application is a good candidate for
also hosting a dependence discovery element.

The discovery element will construct a DG on demand,
querying the relevant monitors to harvest their local dependence
data for the time window of interest. The harvesting algorithm
is designed to incrementally construct the DG—typically a
subgraph of the full application dependence graph—by visiting
only the monitors considered relevant based on the data seen
to that point. In this way, the amount of data transmitted over
the network can be significantly reduced compared to existing
methods. Of course, the most common case of DG construction
is for a particular client, revealing the services upon which that
client depends directly or indirectly.

Conceptually, the data are harvested by a straightforward
walk rooted at the monitor associated with the client. The first
round of the harvesting algorithm adds root dependencies to an
empty DG. The root dependencies might be limited to a single
root dependence, which is useful when discovering the DG for a
particular conversation, such as for a fault localization analysis.
Otherwise, the root dependencies include all of the root depen-
dencies occurring within the time window. This is useful when

Listing 1. Java implementation of a harvesting algorithm.

discovering the set of all services involved in requests during a
particular time period, such as for a composition analysis. In the
following, recursive rounds, the algorithm issues harvesting re-
quests based on the outgoing dependencies of newly discovered
dependent services so that their dependencies can be added to
the DG.

Listing 1 demonstrates how the harvesting algorithm could
be implemented as a simple, sequential, breadth-first process in
Java. constructDG has as input parameters the identifier of a
root node (i.e., client) and timestamps for the beginning and
end of the relevant time window. It uses a helper function,
getDepsForNode, to query a monitor for its outgoing depen-
dencies. constructDG initially creates an object to represent the
DG, which has a single root node to represent the client.

For each node in the DG, getDepsForNode queries the
corresponding monitor to retrieve any recorded dependencies.
For every dependence added, a new node representing the target
service is created, if does not already exist. Obviously, more
sophisticated implementations are possible, such as one that
harvests the data from multiple monitors in parallel.

The accuracy of DG construction mostly depends on the
time window and workload. With a short time window and a
small workload (i.e., infrequent interactions among services),
we may not observe some critical dependencies. With a long
time window and a large workload, we may include obsolete
and irrelevant interactions (e.g., dependencies belonging to con-
versations that are not of interest). In Section VI, we investigate
the impact of these and other factors on the accuracy of the
DG obtained by our method. We then suggest ways to select
parameter values to optimize the discovery process.

IV. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION

Dependence information forms the basis for a variety of
important system-level analyses. As an example, we have ex-
perience in using the dependence information obtained from
the discovery method presented here to develop a new fault
localization aid for the operators of service-based systems
deployed on MANETs [17]. Describing this experience in detail
is beyond the scope of the present paper. However, for purposes
of illustration we briefly sketch its basic design.

Fault localization (sometimes also referred to as fault iden-
tification) in general refers to a technique for identifying the
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Fig. 6. Experimental framework.

likely root causes of failures observed in systems formed from
components. Fault localization in systems deployed on
MANETs is a particularly challenging task because these sys-
tems are subject to a wider variety and higher incidence of faults
than those deployed in fixed networks, the resources available
to track faults are severely limited, and many of the sources of
faults in MANETs are by their nature transient (e.g., a mobile
host that temporarily moves out of radio range). Further com-
plicating the situation is that faults at the network level may not
even manifest themselves as failures at the service level, since
some of those faults may occur outside of the time during which
the relevant services are communicating, or involve communi-
cation outside of the relevant conversation. Moreover, service-
based systems are typically designed to tolerate certain kinds
of faults through mechanisms for dynamic service (re)binding.
Therefore, fault localization must be especially adept at sifting
through noisy data.

Our technique uses service-level dependence relationships as
the basis of the analysis. We envision being given a failure
report in terms of a failed client conversation. Then, as de-
scribed in the previous section, the data needed to construct
the dependence graph are collected by using the client as the
root of a walk. The technique also makes use of fault symptoms
recorded in logs, as well as a fault propagation pattern built
from a classification of the failures that can be experienced
by a client. The pattern indicates how the symptoms can be
propagated through the system from root causes to clients.
The specific pattern associated with a given failed conversation
is then mapped onto the discovered dependence graph corre-
sponding to the conversation, resulting in a fault propagation
model (FPM) that represents how specific faults propagate
through the individual services involved in the conversation.
The FPM is combined with the occurrence times of the relevant
symptoms. This allows the technique to reconstruct the possible
fault propagation paths, both in time and in space, and thus
to form a set of plausible hypotheses about the causes of the
failure. The hypotheses are represented as a causality graph.

After the causality graph is constructed, a ranking algorithm
is applied to the faults in the hypothesis set based on their
likelihood of being the root cause of the failure. We have
devised two alternative approaches to ranking. The first is a
simple timing-based approach that ranks hypotheses based on
the time difference between possible root causes and the failure.
The second is a probabilistic method that uses a Bayesian net-
work to infer independent probabilities of individual root-cause
hypotheses. We obtain the Bayesian network by combining the
FPM with fault propagation rules that represent conditional

probability distribution parameters. The algorithm infers the
posterior probability of a hypothesis being a root cause given
the evidence of the failure.

Our results show that the timing-based ranking is very
effective in localizing the failures caused by explicit service
exceptions, while the Bayesian-based ranking is more effective
in the case of implicit timeout failures. The accuracy of the
discovered dependence graph plays a major role in determining
the quality of the outcome from either ranking. However, this
effect is particularly significant in the presence of a high ratio of
false positives in the discovered dependencies when attempting
to locate the root of exception faults [17].

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The evaluation of our dependence discovery method is based
on a simulation framework for service-based systems operated
in MANETs. As shown in Fig. 6, the framework first gener-
ates message and fault traces according to various simulation
parameters and scenario configurations. These traces are stored
in a database to hold the results of the simulation runs. Depen-
dence discovery is prototyped as a query over this database. In
addition, we derive the “ground truth” used in Section VI to
evaluate our method.

Without loss of generality, we make the assumption that
faults occur only at the network level, and that the services
themselves are error free. From an observational point of view,
any non-Byzantine service-level fault can be simulated by a
corresponding network-level fault (e.g., whether the absence
of a response message is due to a service fault or a network
fault is indistinguishable to a service waiting for that response).
Therefore, this assumption does not materially impact our
results, but does allows us to concentrate on simulating the
effect of the network on service interactions.

A. Simulation Engine

The simulation engine is built on top of the discrete-event
network simulator NS-3,5 which provides a comprehensive net-
work simulation using detailed implementations of low-level
network protocols. However, the highest abstraction provided
by NS-3 is that of sockets and network packets. We therefore
extend NS-3 with higher-level abstractions for simulating ser-
vice entities and their interactions. We do this by first encap-
sulating the socket layer into a messaging layer that provides

5http://www.nsnam.org/
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the abstraction of service-level messages. The messaging layer
itself is then encapsulated into a service layer that provides
abstractions for services, clients, and their service-oriented
interactions. Finally, we provide a means to configure and run
the extended simulation.

B. Simulation Models

Service-level scenarios are created using several basic mod-
els and associated parameters.

Entity Models: These models provide the building blocks
of service-based systems: clients and services. Clients behave
autonomously, making requests on specific services at config-
urable times (see the workload model, below). Services provide
methods that can be requested by clients or other services. Each
method contains a specification of its behavior, consisting of
delays to simulate computations, and a set of steps for making
further requests on other services.

Deployment Model: The deployment model specifies where
in the network the clients and services are hosted.

Interconnection Model: The interconnection model defines
the (dynamic) binding of clients to the methods of services, and
of each method to the methods of other services.

Message Model: Three types of messages are exchanged
between entities: requests, responses, and exceptions. Requests
are used to invoke methods in other services, while responses
are sent by services back to the requester upon completion
of the requested processing. Exceptions are used to propagate
fault symptoms caused by failures. As described in Section III,
the flow of messages related to an original client request is
called a conversation. In the simulation, all messages contain
a conversation identifier, possibly available to the dependence
discovery element (according to what we assume about the
discovery process), but always available to establish the ground
truth for dependence relationships.

Workload Model: The workload is determined by the rates at
which clients send requests to services. Currently, our simulator
implements workloads in which clients, at uniformly random
times, request a method chosen uniformly at random from its
set of currently bound methods.

Fault Propagation Model: Two mechanisms are used to
propagate a fault from its root cause back to the client that ini-
tiated the failed conversation: exceptions and timeouts. Excep-
tions are explicit messages sent by services to their requesters
to notify them of a failure to fulfil a request. Typically, they
engender a cascade of such messages. Timeouts are implicit
indications of faults detected by the requesters upon the lack
of a response from services. Timeouts engender an implicit
propagation cascade.

The simulation scenarios are constructed by a configuration
generator. NS-3 defines the available network parameters, while
the models above provide the service parameters.

VI. EVALUATION

In our dependence discovery method, DGs are constructed
on demand by a discovery element. The graphs are rooted at a
given client, beginning at a given time instant, and for some

time window. Therefore, the data provided to the discovery
element will include both relevant and irrelevant information,
since a monitor will provide data about all interactions travers-
ing its associated service during the time window and, thus,
involve not just the interactions of the given conversation of
interest, but also those of others. Under such circumstances
it would be difficult for any dependence discovery method
to provide a perfect result. Moreover, our method by design
loses information (e.g., monitors retain only aggregate data, not
individual messages).

Thus, the evaluation questions of interest center on the
accuracy of the resulting DG. In particular, we examine the
following factors that should influence accuracy in this setting.

Time Window Size: The size of the time window is the main
parameter of the method. With a short time window we may not
observe some critical dependencies and with a long time win-
dow we may include obsolete and irrelevant dependencies. We
measure the impact of time window size as the ratios of false
positive and true positive dependencies (see Section VI-A).

Degree of Service Connectivity: The degree of service con-
nectivity represents the complexity of a service-based system.
The higher the degree of interconnection between the services,
the larger the number of services and overlap among conversa-
tions, and the more noise in the dependence data.

Dynamics of Service Interconnection: Service dependencies
change (i.e., adapt) in response to the dynamics of the network.
A higher rate of change in service dependencies should lead
to a greater number of irrelevant dependencies included in the
discovered DG.

Client Workload Rate: We examine the sensitivity of the
method to a range of rates at which clients issue service
requests. We would expect that as the rate increases, the higher
the overlap among conversations, and the more noise in the
dependence data.

Mobility Speed: We also examine the sensitivity of the
method to a range of node mobility speeds. We would expect
that as nodes move faster, the method will have increasing
difficulty maintaining consistent results.

Notice that the degree of service connectivity, the dynam-
ics of service interconnections, and the client workload rate
are application properties, the mobility speed is an operating
environment property, and the time window size is a tuning
parameter for the method.

In addition to these basic factors, we evaluate three other
aspects of the method.

Inter vs. Intra Dependence: We would like to under-
stand whether supporting intra-dependence discovery pro-
vides improved accuracy when compared to using only inter-
dependence discovery, since the former makes greater assump-
tions about the service implementation than the latter.

Data Storage and Transfer: Given the limited resources
available in mobile devices, we evaluate the data storage and
data transfer requirements of our method.

Comparison With Existing Methods: Performing a compar-
ative analysis is difficult, since we do not have access to
implementations of other methods. Nevertheless, we make an
effort to simulate their designs so as to produce a basic, coarse-
grained comparison in terms of true and false positives.
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TABLE I
NETWORK-LAYER PARAMETERS

A. Evaluation Metrics and Parameters

Our experiments focus on a particular hypothetical conver-
sation C. A good result for our method would be that it can
discover as many dependencies of C as possible, while not
including the dependencies of other conversations. We use two
metrics to characterize the quality of our results, namely the
ratio of true positives (TP) and the ratio of false positives (FP),
defined as follows:

TP ratio =
|D(C)

⋂
GT (C)|

|GT (C)|

FP ratio =
|D(C)−GT (C)|

|D(C)|

where D(C) is the set of discovered dependencies, and GT (C)
is the set of ground-truth dependencies. The true positives are in
the intersection of these two sets, and false positives are in the
set difference. The TP ratio represents the fraction of discovered
dependencies as compared to the actual dependencies in the
conversation, and is therefore equivalent to the recall metric
of information retrieval (taking “ground truth” as “relevance”).
The FP ratio represents the fraction of discovered dependencies
not belonging to C, and is therefore the complement of preci-
sion. We assume D(C) and GT (C) are non-empty.

A high TP ratio indicates that most of the dependencies
in C have been discovered. A high FP ratio indicates that
the discovery result mistakenly includes a large number of
dependencies of conversations other than C. These irrelevant
dependencies need to be minimized to improve the accuracy of
the DG.

Table I summarizes the basic network-layer parameters used
in our simulations. These are standard settings used widely in
the networking community and embodied in the NS-3 simu-
lator. Specifically, we use the log distance model with path-
loss exponent 3 for wireless signal propagation, reproducing
a network operated in an urban area [13]. We set the spatial
mobility bounds to a 75 meter square, which is a limitation
imposed by the chosen WiFi standard, as larger regions induce
long-term network partitioning. Another important parameter is
the mobility speed of the mobile hosts. For most of the experi-
ments we set the mobility speed of all nodes to 10 m/s. This is
a challenging scenario that allows us to simulate environments
in which message exchanges between the nodes are materially
affected by the temporary disruptions in communication at the
network layer. In Section VI-E we report results in which we
vary this parameter from 0 m/s (i.e., a “stationary” wireless
network) to 15 m/s.

TABLE II
SERVICE-LAYER PARAMETERS

TABLE III
DEPENDENCIES INDUCED BY CONNECTIVITY

Table II summarizes the basic service-level parameters used
in our simulations. The message sizes and timeouts are de-
rived from standard values found in SOA and Web Services
implementations. Note that the number of methods in each
service is not significant from a simulation point of view, as
long as we have at least two methods available so that we
can examine the impact of intra-dependence information on
dependence discovery.

For the interconnection model, we use a 2-tiered topology.
The first tier consists of the connections between the clients
and a set of “front end” services, while the second tier consists
of the connections between the services themselves. In our
simulations, we use 50 clients, five front-end services, and 25
“back end” services. When starting a conversation, each client
invokes a method selected uniformly at random from all meth-
ods provided by the five front-end services. We experimented
with other topologies, including a single-tier topology in which
there are no designated front-end services, and with different
numbers of clients and services, but found that the results were
consistent. We therefore only report results based on the 2-tier
topology.

Of particular importance is the degree of connectivity among
the services. We configure the simulations to capture three
different connectivity scenarios, denoted as “Low”, “Medium”,
and “High”. The connectivity degree is induced by the proba-
bility that a method in one service invokes a method in another
service; the higher the probability, the denser the interconnec-
tion topology.

The effect of different connectivities on the resulting ground-
truth dependencies for each scenario is shown in Table III.
Because the 50 clients will always invoke the five front-end
services over the course of an experimental run, there will be
250 client-to-service dependencies in all scenarios. However,
the total number of unique service-to-service dependencies
increases with the connectivity probability, from 30 depen-
dencies for low connectivity to 130 dependencies for high
connectivity. Also increasing with the connectivity probability
is the resulting number of dependencies per conversation (i.e.,
the number of arcs appearing in the ground-truth DG rooted
at a given client). The average and standard deviations for the
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of conversation lengths (based on request
messages) for three connectivity scenarios.

conversations occurring in the three scenarios are given in the
table. Notice that a high standard deviation in this case indicates
a good mix of different kinds of conversations.

An artifact of having more services involved in a conver-
sation due to a higher degree of connectivity is that it in-
creases the time it takes to complete the conversation. This is
borne out by Fig. 7, which gives the cumulative distribution
of the conversation lengths in our simulations for the three
connectivity scenarios. For example, 80% of the conversa-
tions in the low connectivity scenario are completed in under
0.2 seconds, whereas the top 20% of the conversations in the
high connectivity scenario take longer than 4 seconds.

Service dependencies may change not only due to normal
computational progress, but also to optimize the use of oth-
erwise equivalent services. In this way the service system
adapts to the network dynamics, such as a large fluctuation
in communication quality and availability. To see the impact
of this form of dynamic service rebinding, we introduce into
our experiments a service-switching behavior. Every service
is given two designated alternative services, and every depen-
dent service then switches among these three services after
a randomly selected time period. In Section VI-C we report
results in which we vary the switching-time parameter in incre-
ments from 10 seconds on average (representing an extremely
dynamic behavior) to infinite (representing a non-switching
behavior).

We collect our results from 30 minutes of simulated execu-
tion time after excluding 30 seconds of warm up. Each com-
bination of parameters in our experiments results in thousands
of conversations occurring during the simulated 30-minute ex-
ecution. For instance, the low, medium, and high connectivities
combined with 10-minute switching-time periods and 10 m/s
mobility speeds result in 8440, 8139, and 7165 conversations,
respectively. The results given below are averages over the data
collected from these conversations, where each conversation is
then a statistical sample subject to the random variables.

B. Impact of Time Window Size and Service Connectivity

We first look at the impact of the time window size and con-
nectivity degree on the accuracy of the results. We hypothesize
that as the time window size grows, so too should the TP ratio,

Fig. 8. Accuracy, given as TP ratio, for different time window sizes.

Fig. 9. Accuracy, given as FP ratio, for different time window sizes.

Fig. 10. Trade off between TP and FP ratios for different time window sizes.

since more dependencies will be captured. However, increasing
the time window size should also increase the FP ratio, since
there is a greater chance that messages belonging to other
conversations are included in the DG. For a given time window
size, we expect the TP ratio to be negatively correlated with the
connectivity degree, since a higher connectivity increases the
conversation length, which in turn increases the chances that
some dependencies are missed. Similarly, we would expect the
FP ratio to be higher in densely connected service configura-
tions, since dependencies in other conversations are more likely
to overlap those of the subject conversation.

We calculate the TP and FP ratios for both inter- and intra-
dependence discovery separately. Figs. 8, 9, and 10 depict the
results, where each data point is the ratio averaged over all
conversations. Here we consider only fixed service bindings
(i.e., non-switching behavior). The variances of the TP and FP
ratios are small, and therefore omitted from the figures. For
example, the largest 95-percentile confidence intervals for TP
and FP ratios in the medium connectivity scenario are 0.006
and 0.0053, respectively.
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Fig. 11. FP ratio for intra-dependence discovery under medium connectivity
for various switching-time periods and time window sizes.

As shown in Fig. 8, increasing the time window size in-
creases the TP ratio, both for inter- and intra-dependencies. A
larger window will include more messages and thus discover
more dependencies. However, increasing the time window size
also increases the FP ratio, as shown in Fig. 9. A larger window
will include more messages from other conversations. The same
figures also confirm our hypotheses about the impact of the
connectivity degree: the TP ratio decreases and the FP ratio
increases as the service topology becomes denser. Notice, too,
that intra-dependence discovery has a significantly lower FP
ratio than inter-dependence discovery. This is due to the fact
that it can precisely correlate incoming and outgoing inter-
dependencies, something to which inter-dependence discovery
is blind (recall Fig. 4). To directly display the trade off between
the TP and FP ratios under various time window sizes, we plot
them against each other in Fig. 10, where each point represents
the given time window size.

C. Impact of Dynamic Service Rebinding

We now investigate the sensitivity of the method to dynamic
service rebinding (i.e. the dynamics of service interconnec-
tions). For a given time window size, we would expect a
high switching rate to cause many dependencies belonging to
irrelevant conversations to be included in the discovered DG,
thereby increasing the FP ratio. In contrast, we would expect the
TP ratio to be insensitive to the switching rate because once a
message is seen, any additional messages, relevant or irrelevant,
should not increase that ratio.

We ran experiments using seven different average switching-
time periods, from 10 seconds up to a case in which no
switching occurs; a lower value results in a faster switching
rate. Fig. 11 shows the intra-dependence FP ratio in the medium
connectivity scenario. (As hypothesized, the TP ratio is essen-
tially unaffected by the switching rate, so we do not show that
result here.) The effect on FP ratio is most noticeable when the
switching-time period is on the same order as the time window
size, which indicates possibly many service switches happen
within the time window, rendering the resulting dependencies
irrelevant from the discovery element’s point of view.

Fig. 12. TP ratios for inter-dependence discovery under four workloads.

Fig. 13. FP ratios for inter-dependence discovery under four workloads.

Fig. 14. FP ratios for intra-dependence discovery under four workloads.

D. Impact of Client Workload

We define the workload to be the rate at which clients
issue service requests. We hypothesize that the workload has
a positive correlation with the FP ratio, since a high workload
will generate more messages that are part of irrelevant conver-
sations. In contrast, we expect the TP ratio to be insensitive to
the workload. This is because the TP ratio is related to the fact
of messages being exchanged between services, rather than to
the volume of those messages. In other words, once a message
is seen to have been exchanged between two services, any
additional messages, relevant or irrelevant, should not increase
the TP ratio.

Using the high dependence scenario, we experiment with
four different workload rates: 10 s, 20 s, 40 s, and 80 s. Each
rate represents the average of a uniformly random waiting time
from the completion of a given service request by a client to
the issuance of the next request by that client. A lower value
therefore indicates a higher workload.
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Figs. 12, 13, and 14 present our results. Overall, the effect of
the workload appears to be minor, with only slight differences
in TP and FP ratios evident as the length of the time window
increases. This is what we expected to see for the TP ratio,
but the very weak correlation for the FP ratio is a somewhat
surprising result. We hypothesize that this is an artifact of the
particular service configuration used in the experiments.

E. Impact of Mobility Speed

The next set of experiments investigate the impact of node
mobility speed on the inter-dependence discovery TP and FP
ratios. We work with four different mobility speeds: 0 m/s
(amounting to a fixed network), 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s.

We would expect that as the speed of the mobile nodes in-
creases, the quality of the links between them should deteriorate
and, consequently, the failure rate of message exchanges should
increase. Higher message failure rates should in turn increase
conversation lengths, as more messages must be resent in an
attempt to complete the conversations. Therefore, increasing
the mobility speed should have the effect of decreasing the
TP ratio, since messages require longer time periods to be
exchanged and detected. This, however, should not impact
the FP ratio, since the proportions of relevant and irrelevant
messages remain unaffected.

The results are reported in Figs. 15, 16, and 17. As expected,
the TP ratio generally has a positive correlation with mobility
speed, with the fixed network (0 m/s) exhibiting the highest
ratio. Furthermore, we observe that the lengths of the conver-
sations increase with mobility speed (and network failure rate),
which is visible in the TP ratios between the 0.006 s to 0.6 s
time windows. However, for longer conversations, the time
windows of 6 s and 60 s are long enough to capture all cases.
The FP ratios are virtually unaffected. This coincides with our
understanding that the ratio of relevant and irrelevant messages
remains the same.

F. Comparison With Existing Methods

We now compare the accuracy of our dependence discovery
method to that of existing methods. We make this comparison
by implementing two alternative methods to represent the two
major classes of existing approaches: those that perform discov-
ery at the service level [6], [8] and those that perform discovery
at the network level [2]–[5], [11], [14]. These implementations
are, like our own method, prototyped as queries over the trace
database (see Section V). The service-level alternative discov-
ers a global system dependence graph by observing all the
service messages exchanged over the whole execution period
and, from this, builds DGs for the individual client conversa-
tions. The network-level alternative works similarly, but only
observes the flow of messages by inspecting the information
contained in the headers of packets exchanged over the relevant
IP ports. It then builds DGs using external information provided
to it about the deployment of clients and services on hosts.

We compare our method against the two alternatives us-
ing the medium connectivity scenario, a 10 minute service-
switching time period, a 10 m/s mobility speed, and workload

Fig. 15. TP ratios for inter-dependence discovery under four mobility speeds.

Fig. 16. FP ratios for inter-dependence discovery under four mobility speeds.

Fig. 17. FP ratios for intra-dependence discovery under four mobility speeds.

rate of 10 s. The average number of ground-truth dependencies
is 3.21 (see Table III). We configure our method to use a 60
s time window size, which is large enough to capture all such
dependencies (see Fig. 7). The comparison then reduces to one
based on the absolute number of false dependencies appearing
in the discovered DGs.

As we discuss in Section II, the existing service- and
network-level methods are designed for use in fixed networks
and for relatively stable service configurations. Therefore, since
both these alternative methods build DGs from long-term ob-
servations, we do not expect them to adequately filter out stale
dependencies caused by the dynamics of the scenarios, result-
ing in higher false positives than with our discovery method.
Moreover, the network-level method should include even more
false positives than the service-level method because it builds
DGs from coarser-grained information.

The results are reported in Fig. 18, where a vertical line is
used to separate the results for our method on the left from the
results for the alternative methods on the right. We give the FP
ratio, as well as a count of the false dependencies appearing
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Fig. 18. Comparison of methods in medium connectivity scenario. Results for
existing methods are to right of dashed line.

in the DG. Both are computed as the average over the total
number of conversations (8139) occurring in the 30-minute
execution period. As expected, our method provides DGs hav-
ing a significantly lower FP ratio than the alternative methods.
Furthermore, although the FP ratio for our inter-dependence
discovery is similar to that of the alternative methods, the
actual number of false dependencies is significantly lower. We
note that experiments using various other workloads produced
similar comparison results.

G. Estimates of Data Storage and Transfer Needs

We conclude our evaluation of the dependence discovery
method by investigating the data storage requirements placed
on the monitors, and the data transfer requirements placed on
the network. We do this by positing a representation for the
data, analyzing the space requirements of that representation,
and computing the total for a particular experimental scenario.

Consider the medium connectivity scenario, where the av-
erage number of inter- and intra-dependencies per service is
12 and 53, respectively. Assume a maximum size for identi-
fiers of 256 single-byte characters, which corresponds to the
Web Services framework’s use of the maximum URL length.
With a time slot length of 0.01 seconds (an especially precise
configuration) maintained for a time period of 10 minutes, we
calculate the required data storage (using the formula given in
Section III-B) to be approximately 506 kilobytes per monitor.

The estimates above are in some sense worst case. In prac-
tice the identifiers will be smaller (certainly smaller than the
maximum allowed URL length). Moreover, the storage used
for intra-dependence identifiers can be significantly reduced,
simply by maintaining them as references to the corresponding
incoming and outgoing inter-dependencies.

While the monitors locally store data describing all depen-
dencies detected during the time period, the data transferred
over the network to the discovery element contains only the
data for the desired time window. This time window is typically
much shorter than the stored time period.

Consider again the medium connectivity scenario. The typ-
ical data bundle transferred by an individual monitor contains
data for approximately one outgoing inter-dependence and one
intra-dependence. This amounts to a maximum of 512 bytes
of data per service. The average number of services involved

in a client request is 3.21, so the discovery element will issue
on average 4.21 requests (including the initial request to the
client’s monitor) for dependence data to construct the DG.
This results in a total of approximately 1.6 kilobytes of data
transferred over the network, which is substantially less than
the total amount of dependence data stored by the monitors.

H. Discussion of Results

The experiments presented above establish how the time win-
dow size, degree of service connectivity, dynamics of service
interconnection, client workload rate, and mobility speed affect
the accuracy of our dependence discovery method. In addition
to these results, we have also experimented with several other
parameters, such as the rate of service faults. However, they do
not seem to have a significant impact on the accuracy of the
method, so are not reported here.

In general, the results for intra- and inter-dependence dis-
covery indicate consistently equivalent accuracy as measured in
terms of TP ratio. On the other hand, the FP ratio is significantly
lower for intra-dependence discovery compared to that for
inter-dependence discovery. Both the TP and FP ratios are
significantly affected by the selection of the time window size:
as the time window size increases, so do the TP and FP ratios.
The TP ratio, however, tends to reach a maximum value at a
certain time window size, whereas the FP ratio degrades (i.e.,
increases) unabated beyond that value. This implies that the
time window can be selected such that it will yield a discovery
result striking a good balance between true positives and false
positives.

We can also see that the FP ratio is significantly affected by
the service-switching time period. This factor depends on the
service discovery and selection technique used in the system.
In general, however, as TP ratio is relatively insensitive to
the service interconnection dynamics, one can select the time
window size after taking into account the service switching rate,
which in a MANET is typically related to the dynamics of the
network.

In contrast to time window size, the accuracy of the depen-
dence results appears to be less sensitive to network mobility
and workload factors, assuming the service interconnection
dynamics are at a given level. This implies that our method is
relatively robust to variations in operational conditions.

The comparison with existing methods validates our hy-
pothesis that MANET-hosted service-based systems require
a fundamentally different approach to dependence discovery.
Particularly striking is the difference in FP ratio between our
method’s intra-dependence discovery and that of the other
methods. While our method provides approximately one false
dependence on average per DG, the existing approaches yield
DGs significantly larger and constructed mostly from false
dependencies. This is especially evident in the network-level
approach, which yields DGs containing almost the entire set of
services, rendering dependence discovery virtually useless.

Finally, our estimates for the method’s storage requirements
fall well within the capabilities of today’s mobile devices.
Moreover, the method’s aggregation of data results in an ex-
tremely low requirement for data transport.
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I. Threats to Experimental Validity

The results reported are a selection from the experiments we
have conducted. This selection focuses on particular aspects of
the method, as detailed above. The results withheld support the
results reported.

The threats to the validity of the results derive from the
prerequisites listed in Section I and the experimental parameter
values detailed above. We have chosen these values based on
the joint experiences of the NS-3 community of users, and on
the recommendations of commercial SOA and Web Services
providers. Where specific community experience was lacking
in the choice of values (e.g., the absence of a benchmark),
we attempted to broadly sample in the space of values. We
made use of uniformly random distributions in several instances
(e.g., the request behavior of clients), which are a simplification
that is a methodologically accepted practice at this stage of
investigation. This yields statistically sound results, as each data
point in our results is an average over all arising conversations,
each of which is a statistical sample subject to the random
variables.

We make no claim that the results generalize beyond the re-
ported experiments, but overall they give us confidence that the
method is a viable approach to service dependence discovery in
the challenging MANET environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented an on-demand method to discover the de-
pendencies among services operated in the highly dynamic and
resource-constrained environment of MANETs. Unlike existing
approaches, the method does not require stable dependence
relationships, nor does it require that large amounts of evidence
data be collected over long periods. Through an extensive set of
simulation-based experiments, we have evaluated the accuracy
of the method in terms of operational factors characteristic of
both service-based systems and MANETs. The method exhibits
good behavior when subjected to the stress of a changing
underlying network topology. Furthermore, its data storage and
data transfer requirements scale well with the number and
connectivity of the services involved.

Dependence information is not particularly useful in and of
itself, but instead serves as an indispensable building block
for important analysis capabilities. Based upon the dependence
discovery method presented in this paper, we are currently
developing such analyses, including those for probabilistic fault
localization, as briefly sketched in Section IV, and cross-layer
performance anomaly diagnosis [22].
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